Personalised learning with

Following a successful beta test and prior to a first commercial release, eFirst education software
is actively seeking partner schools and/or departments to trial the Check products.
What is the Check suite of products?
Check Online is a modular suite of secure cloud based tools that together form a next generation
personalised learning environment that empowers teachers, minimises workload, facilitates learning
and engages parents in the learning process.
So what will an eFirst partner get?




Use of the entire check suite free of charge.
Participation in beta testing of future releases and upgrades.
Input into further development and growth of the product.

I am a busy education professional. Why would I want to help?






Check Lists is designed to minimise your workload and maximise impact! With the exam
season looming we are all seeking ways of giving our students the best possible chance of
success without increasing an already heavy workload. With students using checklists online,
using the familiar RAG format, you will have a whole group view of progress and even be
able to ask Check to analyse checklists for the group to suggest topic areas to be taught.
Time saved!
Check Assignments is a homework and/or coursework solution that is paperless but also
paper friendly as well. Homework set to be completed in exercise books can still be set and
issued electronically. A unique feature of the product is the ability to set an assignment to a
part, or all of the class to facilitate differentiation. Naturally teachers can grade work and
download mark books whenever they wish.
If used whole school, Check Assignments is a powerful tool to monitor homework and
coursework. Pastorally tutors can, in an instant, see homework that is pending and overdue
for each student in a tutor group. Coupled with mobile access and calendar links, school
planners become a thing of the past. Time and money saved!

What do you expect from me?


Constructive feedback on the Check service.

Visit our website for further details and just follow the trial link on the site footer to enrol in the
partner schools programme.
www.efirst.org.uk

